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Fake News, Real Blood
Understanding the Delhi anti-Muslim pogrom in Modi’s censored India.

Erin Blair
March 06, 2020

*All names with asterisks have been changed. 

I am standing in the charred remains of what was once a mosque, watching a
sobbing man pick up burnt book pages from the ash-covered floor
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sobbing man pick up burnt book pages from the ash-covered floor. 

“Little children were supposed to learn here,” cries Yakub Pathan, 24, as he
gathers the remnants of Qurans and children’s books. “Now where will they
go?”

It’s Saturday, February 29, 2020, seven days after riots began sweeping through
northeast Delhi. This is the first time locals dared enter their mosque. If any
mobs come, we know the police standing guard won’t protect us — after all,
they’re the ones who watched this building burn. Residents are risking their
lives to show the media what happened, though none of the journalists are
from the mainstream news. We walk, some with shoes and some without — no
one can decide if it’s a mosque anymore.

Pathan walks barefoot amongst the broken glass. “The Indian government
won’t come here. We are alone.” He falls to the ground, weeping, still clutching
the charred pages, and journalists put down their phones to comfort him. But
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what can we possibly say? The man is right.

The word “riot” should never be trusted. It can be used to describe anything,
from a protest to a pogrom. In this case, it’s a pogrom to destroy a protest, after
demonstrations against the discriminatory Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA),
which fast-tracks Indian naturalization for those from every major South
Asian religion except Islam, became a threat to majoritarian rule. Yes, Hindus
are dead as well as Muslims, and not only Muslim shops have been destroyed.
But what is certain is whose side the state is on: the police took the side of
Hindu rioters, and no Hindu temples have been razed. 

“It used to be so beautiful,” says a student next to me, gazing at the mosque’s
blackened marble walls. He repeats this over and over, while his friend
continues to weep.

According to many Twitter accounts, the ruin I’m standing in doesn’t exist.
Since 2013, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has
launched a war against information, compromising the press and
manipulating social media so that it’s almost impossible to know what’s true.
The riots have shown just how successful this war was: even people in Delhi
don’t know what’s happening. Every day I hear of a new riot, most of which
aren’t real, and the current death count (53) is suspect while the number of
injured, displaced and sexually assaulted is unknown. Muslim victims are afraid
to go to hospitals, afraid of being thrown in jail.

“The Indian media are liars,” said Muhammad Qasim, 33. “The police are
terrorists.”

https://theprint.in/india/how-the-times-of-india-the-hindu-the-telegraph-were-banned-from-receiving-govt-ads/255412/
https://www.bingedaily.in/here-s-how-the-bjp-it-cell-creates-twitter-storms-and-fake-news
https://scroll.in/latest/955270/delhi-violence-toll-rises-to-53-police-say-654-cases-registered
https://theprint.in/health/delhis-public-health-system-inflicted-trauma-on-riot-victims-alleges-advocacy-group/374201/
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“They really are the god [Hindi for lap] media,” said Amir Sheikh.“They don’t
protect us — they only protect themselves.”

“At this point, I don’t trust any paper specifically,” said Aman Prabhu*, a
veteran journalist. “I worked at [a major news outlet]. I know how things are
done.”

Delhi has seen anti-minority pogroms supported by the central government
before. The 1984 riots, condoned by the Congress party, was a pogrom against
Sikhs and followed the assassination of then-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by
her Sikh bodyguards. That assassination itself was triggered by Gandhi’s
decision to have the Indian army enter the Golden Temple in Amritsar — one
of the holiest sites for Sikhs — to root out a pro-Khalistan leader. In 1992-3, the
Bombay “riots” started as a peaceful protest by Muslims against the razing of
Babri Masjid — in which the BJP had actively played a role — before devolving
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into anti-Muslim violence led by then Shiv Sena leader Bal Thackeray. Leaders

make insincere calls for law and order, all while telling cops to let the violence
go on. And although today’s riots are less deadly, there is one major difference:
back then, you could at least watch the news.

“There was no WhatsApp to propagandize you, no news to propagandize you,”
said one witness of the ’84 riots. “You could still get pretty good information.”

During over 60 years of almost uninterrupted Congress rule there was certainly
censorship, but never such a great distortion of the facts. Before liberalization,
TV news was controlled by the state, but the state was not politicized like it is
today.

“Congress was very corrupt,” said a journalist working for the mainstream news,
Prakash Harish.* “Congress had a lot of issues. But Congress believes in
democracy. The BJP does not.”

Harish, who would speak on the record only on the promise of anonymity, said
many people in Delhi had been expecting violence for weeks. “They’ve been
trying to incite a riot ever since the election campaign.”

Beginning in January, the BJP launched a vicious electoral campaign for the
Legislative Assembly, hoping to dissolve the populist Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
government. The campaign attempted to communalize demonstrations
against the discriminatory CAA, painting the Muslim-majority protestors as
enemies of the state — even though people of all faiths were protesting the
CAA.

https://www.thejuggernaut.com/india-aam-aadmi-party
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“I have never seen an election campaign like this,” said Prabhu. “All things are
said at the whisper-level, but never like this in public. And it wasn’t just some
loudmouths at the lower levels. It was all the bigwigs.”

The BJP wanted to win the elections desperately, and so they sent people from
the top. Amit Shah, Modi’s right-hand man and India’s current home minister,
who has been known to call Muslim migrants “termites,” joined the campaign. 

“The official points were the citizenship law, Kashmir, and Ayodhya,” said
Prabhu, pointing out how the local campaign referred to the BJP’s systematic
efforts to build a Hindu-first India. For the BJP, India’s Muslims, who make up
about 14% of the population but number nearly 200 million, have overstayed
— they should have left when India was partitioned into secular India and
Pakistan, whose state religion is Islam. But this was never the intention of the
founding fathers of India. “When you translate this into the ground campaign,

https://www.reuters.com/article/india-election-speech/amit-shah-vows-to-throw-illegal-immigrants-into-bay-of-bengal-idUSKCN1RO1YD
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this is the shape it takes, that Muslims are traitors, they will rape you. That

their population is growing and soon it will cross the Hindu population, that a
Mughal Raj is coming, that they are in cahoots with Pakistan.”

Before the Delhi elections, Shah rallied crowds with inflammatory rhetoric,
while politicians such as Yogi Adityanath, Pravesh Verma, and Anurag Thakur
made outright calls for violence. These were particularly directed against the
peaceful student protests at Jamia Millia Islamia university and Jawaharlal
Nehru University (JNU), as well as the all-women protest in Shaheen Bagh. 

“If the BJP forms government on February 11, not a single person will be found
at Shaheen Bagh,” said member of parliament (MP) Pravesh Verma in a speech.
“[Thousands] of people gather there. People of Delhi will have to think and
make a decision. They’ll enter your houses, rape your sisters and daughters,
and kill them.”

This kind of language might be used by some no-name MP, but would have
never before been uttered on record in the nation’s capital. Despite their
efforts, the BJP lost in a landslide against Arvind Kejriwal’s AAP, famous
throughout India for building schools and giving free electricity. The BJP
propaganda, however, stuck, and no doubt left Hindu extremists convinced
that Shah and Modi were on their side. All of Delhi voted for AAP with one
crucial exception: Hindu neighborhoods surrounding Muslim ghettos voted
BJP. 

On February 23, a group of mostly-female protestors blocked a road in
Jaffrabagh. This is when Kapil Mishra, a BJP politician notorious for his “shoot
the traitors” slogan and who had just lost his seat to the AAP, gathered a group
of “pro-CAA protestors” and threatened to clear the street if the protestors
didn’t leave.

https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/india-news-they-will-rape-your-daughters-bjp-mps-shocking-remark-on-shaheen-bagh-protests/346346
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/elections/assembly-elections/delhi/constituency-map
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/people-gather-major-road-delhi-jaffrabad-protest-against-caa-nrc-1649145-2020-02-23
https://www.news18.com/news/india/shoot-the-traitors-slogans-at-peace-march-attended-by-kapil-mishra-after-delhi-riots-2520487.html
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“It’s not clear what exactly started off the thing, but that’s immaterial,” said
Prabhu. “Stone pelting started from both sides. And then messages went
respectively to each community and both retreated into the maze of thin,
narrow streets and alleys inside these colonies. There were points where all
kinds of arms and stuff were already accumulated on both sides. Not just
stones, but guns and swords, acid bottles, all kinds of things.”

The Muslim community in Delhi has long been ghettoized, and with ghettos
tend to come gangs. It wasn’t just Hindus who had weapons on their sides, and
it’s possible some Muslims were preparing for an attack. To what extent the
violence was premeditated is unknown, but what is clear is that quickly Hindu
mobs took the offensive, leaving Muslim residents largely retreating to guard
their homes. Muslim residents and Kejriwal believe that the invading mob was
comprised of outsiders, but a Scroll reporter spoke to multiple bragging Hindu
neighbors, one claiming, “[In ’84] my father fed the sword with blood, and this

https://scroll.in/article/955044/meet-the-rioters-who-say-they-killed-muslims-in-delhi-violence
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time I colored it red.”

I hear it over and over. “Policewalle nahi aaye, nahi aaye.” The police didn’t
come. For the next three days, ambulances stopped running, and both police
and politicians either turned a blind eye or actively egged goons on. The
situation was so dire that a young lawyer had to petition India’s Supreme Court
to bring back law and order. And it wasn’t just Delhi: Twitter, too, was set on
fire. 

The insidious thing about news in India is that it’s a semi-functioning press.
Chinese news is nearly always propaganda, but Indian news is a disorienting
mixture of fiction and fact. Some media houses — especially the Hindi ones —
are open BJP mouthpieces, but many employ real journalists forced to choose
between skewed reportage, or not reporting at all. 

“It all began in 2013,” said Harish. “I wrote a story about Modi but it never
appeared in print.” Modi became prime minister in 2014.

Harish worked at a few major outlets and saw story after story vanish. The new
line wasn’t explicit, but he learned that BJP officials had visited one of the
offices after an unflattering piece on Modi came out. An exodus of liberals, who
resigned from mainstream organizations, took refuge in newer online portals
such as Scroll, The Wire, and The Quint. And while mainstream organizations
like News Laundry and The Telegraph remain anti-BJP and other organizations
report anti-Modi stories, the vast majority of the press — especially some of the
oldest institutions — are compromised. 

The reason is simple: the BJP controls the money. 

“Even Scroll is struggling a lot,” said Harish. “Twenty or so people got fired after
the BJP win in 2019. They’re not making money. Wire is also struggling.”

The BJP cuts ads or arm twists investors until a publication has no money to

https://scroll.in/article/955044/meet-the-rioters-who-say-they-killed-muslims-in-delhi-violence
https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/in-laxmi-nagar-video-of-bjp-mla-shouting-goli-maaro-slogans-sparks-tension/story-cxZnF31DdfIculOXoDWN9I.html
https://www.thejuggernaut.com/india-supreme-court-last-recourse
https://theprint.in/india/how-the-times-of-india-the-hindu-the-telegraph-were-banned-from-receiving-govt-ads/255412/
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The BJP cuts ads or arm-twists investors until a publication has no money to
go on. The central government has always had the power to cut funds through
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, but only recently have such
bureaus become politicized to this extent. Publications can either choose to
stop reporting or compromise. ABP News, for instance, made a courageous
effort to report on Modi, but was then deprived of advertisement revenue. They
were forced to fire the journalists, and now the ABP is just another propaganda
machine. 

“When I was at [a major Indian news outlet], I heard the bosses saying that this
will be considered one of the darkest times in Indian journalism,” said Prabhu.
“There was more sycophancy during the Emergency, but now the media is
ideologically with the BJP, whereas before that wasn’t the case. Before it was
just fear.”

https://theprint.in/india/how-the-times-of-india-the-hindu-the-telegraph-were-banned-from-receiving-govt-ads/255412/
https://thewire.in/media/punya-prasun-bajpai-abp-news-narendra-modi
https://scroll.in/article/928206/june-25-1975-an-account-of-the-day-indira-gandhi-declared-an-emergency-in-india
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The power of this propaganda can’t be overestimated. Standing in the riot-
affected area of Gokulpuri in northeast Delhi, I am looking at the remains of a
burned-down Muslim shop, right next to a Hindu shop that is completely
untouched. A Hindu woman passes by and asks if we’re media.

“All the compensation that will be given to the victims is our tax money,” she
says. “It’s the Muslims who’ve done this, and the people who’ve died are Hindu.”

“How do you know?” one of the journalists asks.

“I saw it on the news,” she says, not looking at the shop. 

The BJP assault on information is two-fold: compromise the official news to
control mainstream audiences, and then infiltrate social media to access those
who don’t trust the news. 

“Our real situation is not being shown on TV,” says Ali Hamid, a resident of
northeast Delhi. “We have to rely on social media.”

Some of the most lurid images of the Delhi riots are circulating on Twitter and
WhatsApp: Muslim men being beaten and dragged through the streets, the
injured being forced to sing the national anthem while police beat them with
sticks. But each piece of evidence must confront the BJP’s sophisticated
network of paid propagandists and unpaid devotees (bhakts). For every piece of
information, there’s one or more counter-“fact.”

“Don’t spread fake news that mosque is burned ” reads one typical tweet in
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Don t spread fake news that mosque is burned,  reads one typical tweet, in
response to the widely-circulated video of a man desecrating a mosque with a
saffron flag, one of the symbols of the BJP. “Rana Ayyub is already booked for
this fake news and it is an old video from Bihar, not Delhi.”

The burnt remains of the Jannati Mosque in northeast Delhi. (Erin Blair)

The Bihar counter-rumor gained such a following that Washington Post
journalist Rana Ayyub removed the tweet before reconfirming its authenticity.
She later reposted it after the video resurfaced, from multiple angles. The video
was indeed true.

“The confusion is on purpose,” said Harish. “Everything is very systematic, very
organized, done in a very professional way.”

Since 2007 the BJP has had an “IT cell” — a propaganda machine where fake
news is doled out through WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. It
doctors photos and videos, and hires private public relations (PR) companies to

https://twitter.com/i/status/1232331961261268998
https://www.huffingtonpost.in/2018/06/22/its-like-frankensteins-monster-the-father-of-the-bjps-it-cell-says-team-modi-started-the-rot_a_23464587/
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start hashtag trends to direct popular sentiments. 

“Years back we did a story on a politician who was claiming WhatsApp was
going to be the next big thing,” said Harish. “Our office laughed at us. Politicians
have a better understanding of technology than normal people.”

A study by YouTuber Dhruv Rathee shows how these networks function. The IT
cell emails individuals working for PR companies hashtags, messages, and what
time to tweet. An anonymous coder released an analysis that found over 1.4
million pro-BJP Twitter bot accounts, most of which have been tweeting
hundreds of tweets a day since 2013. 

Bots and bhakts are often indistinguishable. Many of the fake accounts I
examined look similar to those of people I know. The BJP has trained real
people to unintentionally do their dirty work. Their message when it comes to
Delhi turns the narrative inside out.

“The way crowds are being mobilized, the way campaigns are being run on
social media, the way protests are being organized, all this is clearly the work of
a nexus between the Islamic fundamentalists and urban Naxals, or what we
call ultra-left,” said Arun Anand, spokesman for the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS), whose political wing is the BJP. “There has been an attempt to
hurt the social fabric, the communal fabric of India.”

In other words, the story the RSS and BJP are spinning is a tale that the ultra-
left opposition is responsible, not them. Anyone who has visited these Delhi
anti-CAA protests can tell you that the claims about Maoist terrorists are
utterly fictitious, while the women of Shaheen Bagh sitting with their children
in front of Gandhi posters bear little resemblance to jihadists.

But in this game of he-said-she-said, no one knows what to believe. And this
confusion has a paralyzing effect on centrists and an incendiary effect on the
radicalized. 

“There’s so much bad information out there that it’s better to not listen to any

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqr3aQ4XcDI
https://thelogicalindian.com/exclusive/bjp-it-cell-amit-malviya-congress-it-cell-seed-accounts-social-media-twitter-19712
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XPjwpxDpCY
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of it,” one young man tells me. “Otherwise you might do bad things.”

The AAP is setting up relief camps throughout the city, and Chief Minister
Kejriwal has promised compensation to victims: $13,600 for a dead adult, $6,800
for a dead child. The fake news circuits are already doing their stuff, spreading
rumors that only Muslims victims will be getting paid. The official death count
is 53 but who knows how many corpses will be pulled out of the sewers in the
coming days. Former business-owners, meanwhile, have been reduced to being
beggars, some even leaving the city for good. Entire neighborhoods have
become ghost towns after hundreds of families fled. 

As I leave Gokulpuri, I see a procession of Muslim men: not a protest but a
funeral. I follow them, pausing at the graveyard gates, knowing women are not
allowed. But seeing my camera, a man urges me inside:

“Journalist!” he tells the others. My white skin is my biggest credential, since no
one trusts the Indian news. The crowd parts, ushering me towards the grave,
and a man jumps into the grave to uncover the dead man’s face. He is young,
open-mouthed, and bears a head wound — it is the first time I’ve seen a corpse.
In my nervousness, I take a slightly blurry photo. On my way out I’m
approached by a relative. 

https://epaper.jagran.com/epaper/29-feb-2020-4-delhi-city-edition-delhi-city-page-14.html
https://theprint.in/hoaxposed/fake-image-of-aap-govts-ad-claims-kejriwal-has-promised-aid-only-to-muslim-riot-victims/375725/
https://scroll.in/latest/955270/delhi-violence-toll-rises-to-53-police-say-654-cases-registered
https://scroll.in/article/955044/meet-the-rioters-who-say-they-killed-muslims-in-delhi-violence
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“I have ordered a stick,” he says. “For three days the police sat there, they didn’t
help any Muslim. For three days. Where is honesty? Where is discipline?
Where is the Constitution? All have left India. India has left Muslims.”

Getting home, I check the news to see the list of the dead. The Print, a
supposedly liberal news site, has released one: some are revealed by name,
some as “unknown.” Of the names listed the majority are Hindu, while one has
no name. The list is divided by location, and I check Gokulpuri. My suspicions
are correct: the young man I’ve just seen getting buried is listed as “unknown.” 

History is being rewritten before our very eyes. Only when I see the list do I
remember that I’d forgotten to ask for his name.

Erin Blair is a political reporter living in Delhi.
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